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After years in the Holden Village Community, Linda Allen and husband Scott have moved back to 

Bellingham.  Allen did a fundraising drive to produce two projects, the first (Into the Promise of 

Morning) "intended to bring comfort and healing to those who may be experiencing illness or loss.  

Most of these songs were composed with work as a Hospice Certified Clinical Musician in mind."   

 

There are fifteen songs on the CD (lyrics are on her web page) and forty-five minutes of music with 

Allen on vocal, guitar, and some reverie harp, plus Phil Heaven on viola and Jeff Wilson on  piano.  

This adds to her ten other releases, which have won her awards and international recognition.  And 

Allen has been included in songbooks. 

 

The title cut has a quiet piano, harp and viola asking for a relaxed, loving space.  "Holy" features guitar opening for Allen's talking of 

spirits and the opening of doors.  Phil Heaven's viola is gorgeous.  This is well arranged.  Piano and viola help Allen encourage the 

thought that, "You can lay down your burdens and love will surround you."  Warm, encouraging clarity from Allen.  "And When 

Death Comes" is a bit quicker in tempo with fingerpicked guitar and viola.  The lyrics talk about a world that may be hard but, not 

when death comes.  Love surrounding us works its way through these songs.   

 

The slow ballad led by viola and piano has voice asking us to "Listen My Friend."  Allen weaves the conversation of support.  The 

voice and instruments become indistinguishable.  The affirmative "You Shall Rise" is one of my favorites, an encouraging, moving 

anthem with a big low-end viola line and touches of piano.  These are fine viola solos.  The title song is then repeated with reverie 

harp and the viola in its high end, almost violin-like in the opening. 

 

The melodies cross-meld, extend, and are lovely.  "Softly, Softly" end of life is here and uses a waltz-like support for that flight.  

Viola and guitar plead in folk, almost English ballad style on "Take This Heat of Stone."  This is a dark melody and instruments, but 

positives show in life's transference.  Superb.  "We have Fallen into the Place" states where we are and what that might mean to 

the patient at the end of life.  "May I Let You Go" is the music and vocal affirmation  of conversations we all should have to allow 

each other to let go or to be let go.  This weaves and pushes us toward this conversation.  Piano, low-end viola, and vocals affirm 

that the passing person knows they are loved.  Gorgeous full sound.   

 

"Hard to Leave This Life" is like an Irish ballad with vocal, harp, and piano.  The lyrics talk about being taken home and how hard 

that might be.  Allen is exact and catches the rhythm superbly, right on a march-life motif, an affirmative song.  Piano and viola 

open "What We Need to Know," then Allen's vocal conveys the thankfulness and affirmation of friendships and support during the 

good and bad of end of life.  The CD closes with a lovely final "The Promise of Morning #3".  The instrumental floats with harp, 

viola, and we gently pass on into space.   

 

Well conceived, written, and executed songs with a purpose that should bring great help to those in the dying process, the family, 

and any helpers and support providers, a meaningful project and a lovely listen.  Packaging is a four-panel fold-over with a place to 

slide in the CD.  Cover art of flowers by Su Skjersaa is used on all panels and the CD.  Song titles and times are on both the jacked 

and the CD itself, as is contact info.  White printing over the floral is hard to read in places.  Back binding has legible date for shelf 

retrieval.  Lyrics are posted on her website.  This is a companion to an earlier CD she released, "Carry Us Through This Night", and 

its accompanying songbook.   

 


